
AN ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF HOMEOPHATIC MEDICINES IN TREATING

ILLNESSES

There's little evidence to support homeopathy as an effective treatment for any â€œ Like cures likeâ€•â€”the notion that
a disease can be cured by a substance that.

Is it really possible for a homeopath to treat a case without logical convincing? The "American Technologies
Group" does not appear to publish its results in standard scientific journals, and the supposed explanations
regarding "electromagnetic energy" and the like use scientific parlance in an essentially meaningless way.
Basophil models of homeopathy: a sceptical view. If this were so, then the air we breath and the water we
drink are themselves homeopathic medicines; no need to bother with the little pills, just breathe! They rely on
the patient's symptoms and accordingly give them doses. Now this doctor wasn't a "Licensed Physician" back
when my father first met him a few years before in  Our conclusion, not based solely on the circumstance that
the only strictly doubleblind experiments we had witnessed proved to be failures, may be summarized as
follows: The care with which the experiments reported have been carried out does not match the extraordinary
character of the claims made in their interpretation. In fact, it has a solution for every chronic disease, even
those that have been given the label of incurable by other systems of medicine. Secondly, there is some
good-quality historical evidence, particularly the experience of the American and European homeopathic
hospitals in the 19th century, where mortality from infectious diseases like cholera was markedly lower than
in conventional hospitals. The Shang group did not even seek to evaluate whether any of the studies had
"external validity" or not. Dick Bentley, Southampton I was saddened to learn that homeopathy doesn't work.
In classical homeopathy, the practitioner attempts to match a single preparation to the totality of symptoms the
simlilum , while "clinical homeopathy" involves combinations of preparations based on the various symptoms
of an illness. Further, these skeptics are often like religious fundamentalists who will believe what they want
to believe no matter what. The volunteers were observed for months at a time and made to keep extensive
journals detailing all of their symptoms at specific times throughout the day. Journal of Clinical
Epidemiology. It is more than a tad ironic that these "skeptics" who hold themselves out as "defenders of
medical science" have exhibited an embarrassingly poor scientific attitude when evaluating what homeopathy
is and what the scientific evidence does and doesn't say about it. This is of course utter nonsense, it is not
possible for a chemical or element to leave an imprint, some kind of force on air or water not containing it. He
said that he would not be responsible if something happened to me. But this has never stopped the
homeopathy brigade vehemently disagreeing with me. Don't waste your money. Many homeopaths are taking
allopathic medicines for diabetes and hypertension - can't they live with their super-power homeo medicines?
However, under current Agency policy, the FDA does not evaluate them for safety or effectiveness. Such as
deadly nightshade for cold and flu, or poison ivy for rashes. Homeopathy, also known as homeopathic
medicine, is a medical system that was developed in Germany more than years ago. Mike, Birkenhead
Homeopathy does work. The theory of miasms has been criticized as an explanation developed by Hahnemann
to preserve the system of homeopathy in the face of treatment failures, and for being inadequate to cover the
many hundreds of sorts of diseases, as well as for failing to explain disease predispositions, as well as genetics
, environmental factors, and the unique disease history of each patient. When I examined the hole where they
had been in G2 I found, to my astonishment, that their meaning remained imprinted upon the very molecules
of the atmosphere! By this means, those running the experiment can best assess whether or not a medicine has
an effect. Follow the recommended conventional immunization schedules for children and adults.
Homeopathic products come from plants such as red onion, arnica [mountain herb], poison ivy, belladonna
[deadly nightshade], and stinging nettle , minerals such as white arsenic , or animals such as crushed whole
bees. An exploratory study of inter-rater reliability and intuition in the decision making process. Advocates of
homeopathy simply honor the Hippocratic tradition of "First, do no harm" and therefore seek to explore and
utilize safer methods before resorting to more risky treatments. Lancet ;  The centesimal scale was favoured by
Hahnemann for most of his life. Nature ; In December , the U. They suggest that the profession is not suitable
for formal registration and regulation lest such a status lend to it a legitimacy that it does not warrant. It is
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suitable for persons of all age groups. This type of sophistication in individualized treatment is a part of good
acupuncture treatment as well. And I do add that these are not magical either and may fail in many cases.
While some studies report homeopathic dilutions differ from placebos, several studies report homeopathy fails
to generate clinical effects that differ from those of placebo. Wet chemistry being no respecter of human
values, if homeopathy worked as described, one might expect us all to be dead.


